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1.

Introduction

This release information describes the most important functionalities delivered by Allocare AMS
Release 19.3.
The delivery of the software releases is handled via support or project managers. For additional
information regarding functionality please contact our support:
Phone: +41 62 748 65 55
Fax: +41 62 748 65 59
Mail: support@allocare.com
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2.

General

For Allocare AMS release 19.3, the developments for usability went on. Mass changes for portfolio
classifiers, links and especially for investment objects are the highlights of this initiative in the
current release. Another focus was to make constraint calculations faster. Apparently, a small enhancement, the development effort involved in the background for optimizing and parallelizing the
calculations was large and the results are worthwhile. Finally yet importantly, various new standard
reports with Reporting 2.0 functionalities are ready for you to use as a part of this release. These
and several other interesting features and developments are described in the subsequent chapters.
Following are the most prominent developments:

Allocare AMS Portfolio
 Improved Performance of Constraint Calculations: The processing time of constraints check
calculations has been reduced significantly.
 Usability: The usability project introduced with the previous release is being continued in release 19.3, to further enhance user experience and efficiency
 New Reporting 2.0 Modules: Several new composition modules have been added to the Reporting 2.0 modules collection.
 Templates for Info Messages: A new type of working template ‘Info Message’ is now available to create messages containing hyperlinks to lists.
These and several other interesting features and developments are described in the following chapters.
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3.

Allocare AMS Portfolio

3.1

Constraint Calculations

The processing time of constraints check calculations has been reduced significantly afte r a major
development effort introducing multiple database connections and multithreading :
 Multiple database connections allow for faster access to data as compared to a single connection. Multiplicity of connections can be configured in the Registry or INI file to an optimal
number between one and four (as per requirements).
 Multithreading allows running multiple process threads in parallel on available CPU(s). Degree
of parallelisation depends on the available CPU cores.
For utilizing this enhancement to its best, we recommend planning the underlying hardware according to the expected number of simultaneous application users. Insufficient hardware can hinder
the performance, as multiple connections may stress a database, and multithreading can keep CPUs
unavailable to perform other operations.
Last but not the least, the status of an ongoing calculation is also displayed now via a progress bar
along the lower edge of the application window.

3.2

Usability

The usability project introduced with the previous release is being continued in release 19.3, to
further enhance user experience and efficiency. This section lists some of the changes made in this
direction:

3.2.1

Mass Change of Objects

Mass Change is a useful functionality for updating properties of multiple objects with a single
command instead of repeating the command for each object. The option, however, has been available in the application only for some objects or properties. Given the utility of this feature, Mass
Change command for some other objects or properties has been introduced in the application. These
are as follows:
 Portfolio Classifiers and Rankings: Two new options ‘Classifiers’ and ‘Rankings’ are available via Mass Change in context menu, which open the respective editor to specify the values
(existing and new).

Figure 1: Mass Change of Portfolio Rankings
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 Portfolio Links: Linked portfolios (e.g. model and benchmark) specified in the Link tab of the
editor can also be added, removed, or changed simultaneously for multiple portfolios.

Figure 2: Adding a New Portfolio Link to Multiple Portfolios

 Investment, Index, Reference Rate and Currency: The Mass Change option has been added
to the context menu in the investment object list, offering multiple investment object properties
for a simultaneous change. The following image shows the entire menu. Certain properties
might be unavailable due to the type of investment objects currently selected in the list.

Figure 3: Mass Change of Investment Object Properties
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3.2.2

Investment Editor

For feature definitions with an underlying investment, the underlying as well as the corresponding
time series can be opened, directly from the Features tab via the new context menu options:

Figure 4: Investment Editor - New Options in Feature Tab

3.2.3

Lists

 Investment List: Several new columns have been added to the investment object list providing
the users a more comprehensive view. The new columns are: Holiday Calendar, Settlement
Days, Placement and Price Formula.
 Portfolio List: A new option Transaction │ View in the context menu allows viewing the
transactions for the selected portfolio directly from the portfolio list. A dialog is shown to provide the required time period and type and accordingly the transactions are shown i n a transaction list.

Figure 5: Search Transaction from Portfolio List

3.3

Investment Type Setting (Code Values)

The method applicability setting ‘Time Series Only’ is now available for investment types. It
configures an investment setting to use only the time series values from the linked method. This
setting overrides the Use Time Series setting in the Options dialog (Method tab).

Figure 6: Investment Type Settings in the Code Values Editor
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4.

Allocare AMS Reports

4.1

Reporting 2.0

4.1.1

New Composition Modules

Import Documents
Import Documents allows showing the documents attached to one of the following containers:
portfolio, legal entity, investment object, breach (can be used only from breach list via breach
factsheet). The following file types are supported: Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word/RTF, Microsoft PowerPoint, Adobe PDF, Images, e-mail (with attachments). For each file type several
formatting/scaling options are available. For example, Microsoft Excel Worksheets can be scaled
like in Microsoft Excel application: Fit Sheet on One Page, Fit All Columns on One Page, Fit All
Rows on One Page.

Figure 7: New Composition Module - Import Documents

Evolution of Performance (Graph)
This composition module is a new instance that replaces of its successor with the same name. It
shows the evolution of (sub)portfolio performance during a selected period graphically for the
portfolio, benchmark or the difference of them for various methods (e.g. TWR, TWR Local, AIC%,
MWR, Pfo Value, TWR Contrib Total, TWR Total Contrib, Duration, etc.). Noteworthy new functionalities are: better usability of Chart Series Chooser (see GUI Screenshot below), new Gallery
Type ‘Area’, Point Labels, Show method on the second y-axis, marker type for Chart Series of
Gallery Type ‘Line’.
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Figure 8: Evolution of Performance (Graph)

Performance by Category (Graph)
Performance by Category (Graph) graphically shows the performance figures ordered by the various sub portfolios (depending on the pattern) for the portfolio, benchmark or the difference of them
for various methods (e.g. TWR, TWR Local, AIC%, MWR, Pfo Value, TWR Contrib Total, TWR
Total Contrib, Duration, ec.).

Figure 9: Performance by Category (Graph)

4.1.2

Miscellaneous

Latest Version of Stimulsoft
The Reporting 2.0 rendering engine (Stimulsoft) has been upgraded to the newest version. Main
improvements are: several fixes in Style Editor (missing styles, set border size back to zero), notification to save a modified report when closing the Report Designer.

Support for Office 2016
For the import of Microsoft Office Documents (Excel, Word, PowerPoint), a third-party rendering
engine (Aspose) is used. It has been upgraded to the newest version to support new functionalities
of Microsoft Office 2016 e.g. the new chart types in Microsoft Excel.

Rendering Quality of Pie/Doughnut Charts
A new third-party chart-rendering engine (Nevron Charts) has been introduced to improve the
quality of pie/doughnut charts. The main improvements are: no overlapping point labels, thinner
border lines in 3D mode, correct placement of stacked series.
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Figure 10: Improved Quality of Doughnut Charts

For compatibility reasons, it is possible to switch back to the old chart rendering engine (Chart FX)
by changing the engine version in Chart Template (customize license required).

Compositions with Alternative Layouts
Reports are often based on a dynamic layout e.g. a tabular module (Listing) with dynamic height
in the upper area and multiple graphical/tabular modules in the lower area. The report presentation
in such a case may be disturbed if the space requirement of the upper listing exceeds a threshold
measurement. To avoid this, the report adjusts dynamically such that if upper mo dules are exceeding the critical limits, the lower modules will be moved to the next page. To ensure a well-proportioned display, now a special layout can be used for the lower modules. This layout displays the
lower modules according to the space available on the new page. This behavior can be configured
in the Report Composer with relatively simple steps without any programming skills.

Figure 11: Modules displayed in proportion to the entire space available.
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Shape Mode
Shapes are graphical objects used in the composition modules for separating columns. A new parameter ‘Shape Mode’ is has been added for configuring the height of shapes (single and range) in
the Value Chooser. The shape height can be configured to with the following options:
 Table Height: Places the separator(s) along the entire length of a table.
 Content Height: along the content only. This is the default.
 Table Header Only: or along the headers.
The modules extended with this option are: Overview Asset Allocation, Assets by…, Relative Attribution, Evolution of Performance, Performance by Category and Transaction Journal.

Transaction Journal
The Currency column is now available as a template column with the Method parameter. This
allows the user to choose between Price Currency, Value Currency and Proceeds Currency for the
report.

Blank Column in Composition Modules
A new blank column (placeholder) has been added to the composition module templates that contain a table. This blank column can be duplicated and its width can be configured in multiples of
centimetres, millimetres, inches, hundredths of inches or to the width of the characters.

Running Totals
Running totals can be added to tabular reports by configuring corresponding row properties in the
List Panel. The option ‘Aggregation Mode’ specifies whether to show an overall total (‘Running’)
or a subtotal per category (‘RunningPerCategory’) within a column.
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5.

Allocare AMS Info

5.1

Messages with Hyperlinks

Users can now create Allocare AMS Info messages containing hyperlinks to lists manually. The
objects selected within the list for creating the hyperlink are also included. This is an enhancement
to the existing functionality whereby only automatically generated messages (e.g. via a c ustom
stored procedure that handles constraint violations) can contain hyperlinks to lists. Clicking the
hyperlink opens the respective list in Allocare AMS Portfolio.
Hyperlinks to lists can be added in one of the following two ways:

5.1.1

Using Clipboard

Select the contents from the list in Allocare AMS Portfolio, copy and then paste in the Allocare
AMS Info Message editor:

Figure 12: Adding List Hyperlinks to Allocare AMS Info Messages Using Clipboard

The required message can be composed around the link.

5.1.2

Using Working Templates

The working templates of the type ‘Info Message’ can also be used for creating hyperlinks to lists.
This allows having a pre-composed text for the message. The recipient(s), subject and the text is
defined in the Info Message Template editor. An additional advantage of this method is that customers can define individual workflows via Allocare AMS Info.
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Creating Info Message Template
A new type of working template ‘Info Message’ is available. Templates can be created individually
for several lists in the application:

Figure 13: Working Templates - Info Message

The editor opens upon selecting the required list option from the context menu. Following images
show the General and Info Message tabs from the editor:

Figure 14: Info Message Template – General Tab

Figure 15: Info Message Template – Info Message Tab

Once a template is defined, it can be used from the corresponding list to generate an Info Message
containing the selected list items and formatted as per this template.
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Composing the Message
To compose a message from the template, select the necessary items in the list, and then select
Create Message │ template name from the context menu. The message composition window with
the selected items and the respective hyperlinks appears:

Figure 16: Adding List Hyperlinks to Allocare AMS Info Messages Using Templates

Users can compose the message for example by adding more text to the message body.
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6.

Allocare AMS Administration

6.1

Investment Audit

The application now offers the option to configure auditing individually for investment properties.
A new category ‘Investment Audit’ is available in the Code Values through which auditing can be
enabled (disabled by default).
An additional setting ‘Limitation’ is available for properties like identifier, rating, and classifier
etc. Limitation allows users to limit the audit to the specified option(s) only. For example, only
entries with Bloomberg identifiers will be audited if BLOOMBERG is added here. Mul tiple limitations can be specified separated by a semi-colon (;).
At present, the stored audit information can be viewed by querying the respective table ( AuditEval)
in SQL. A corresponding Allocare report is in plan for future development.

6.2

Database Setup Wizard

If the setup wizard is used to change only the database configuration (e.g. license), then the backup
sequence will not be affected. In addition, the user will be asked to confirm if the backup sequence
will be invalidated.
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7.

Allocare AMS Executive

7.1

Recipient and Address Types in Print Jobs

Multiple recipients can be selected for the print jobs defined via Allocare AMS Executive. The
report book is accordingly generated for each address. For details on the new parameters, please
see section 3.6.9 Print Job Parameters Block in the Allocare AMS Executive User Manual.
Note that this configuration has been available for print jobs defined via Allocare AMS Portfolio,
also in the past. It is now being extended to the Allocare AMS Executive for improving oper ative
efficiency.

8.

Allocare AMS Integration

8.1

Allocare General Data Feed (GDF)

 A new feed P48 has been developed to import and export customer specific fields for portfolios,
investments and legal entities.

8.2

UBS Asset Link (UAL)

 UAL Promote has been enhanced with the implementation of Accumulators (ACCU) and Decumulators (DECU) for MT515 transactions. This allows automatic recognition and correct loading of MT515 transactions for certain instruments (used in Asia) which had to be maintained
manually.
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9.

Allocare WEB

9.1

Hyperlinks in Table of Contents

Booklet PDF files generated via Allocare WEB now contain hyperlinks to respective topics in the
Table of Contents. Additionally the topics may also be navigated via Bookmarks, that are accessible via the navigation pane (in PDF reader). These improvements will make navigating longer
documents easier.

Figure 17: Hyperlinks and Bookmarks in Booklet PDF Files
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10. System Requirements
10.1

Operating Systems

Allocare AMS Release 19.3 supports the following operating systems for workstations:


Windows 10



Windows 8 and Windows 8.1



Windows 7 (Service Pack 1)

Allocare AMS Release 19.3 supports the following server operating systems running Microsoft
SQL Server or Internet Information Services:


Windows Server 2016



Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2



Windows Server 2008 R2 (Service Pack 1 required for SQL Server installation)

10.2

Database Management Systems

Allocare AMS Release 19.3 supports the following database management systems:


Microsoft SQL Server 2016 (Service Pack 1)



Microsoft SQL Server 2014 (Service Pack 1)



Microsoft SQL Server 2012 (Service Pack 3)



SQL Server Native Client 10.0 and 11.0

10.3

Web Servers

Allocare WEB Release 19.3 will run on Microsoft IIS 7.0 up to 10.0.


ASP.NET 4.5 (Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5 is required).

Note:

10.4

Microsoft IIS versions lower than 8.0 will not be supported from Allocare AMS release 20.3 onwards. In addition, Windows Server 2012 will be a minimum requirement from release 20.3.

Web Browsers

Allocare WEB Release 19.3 supports the following web browsers 1:


Microsoft Internet Explorer - version 8



Microsoft Edge (Windows 10) - version 12



Firefox - version 25



Chrome - version 37



Safari 11 on Macintosh - version 8

1

Only the minimum supported versions noted here.
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10.5

Installation Requirements

The following information is for people responsible for the installation of the Allocare AMS application.

10.5.1 Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable
A required prerequisite to run the Allocare AMS application suite is Microsoft Visual C++ 2017
Redistributable – 14.12.2581.0 which must be available on a client machine.
It will be automatically installed when using the Setup executable provided on the installation CD.
When the Setup executable is not used the redistributable has to be installed manually or the files
have to be copied from the CD.

10.5.2 Universal C Runtime
A second required prerequisite is the Update for Universal C Runtime in Windows (KB2999226).
Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable installation also includes this update and therefore no further installation step is required.
When Allocare AMS is installed by copying all files from the installation CD, this update must be
installed on the system manually (if not already installed by the Windows Update).
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11. Overview of Available Modules
11.1

Standard Modules

Module

Description

Standing Data

Various editors and lists for maintaining the standing data necessary for asset management.

Portfolio Analysis

Analysis Tree and Matrix for analyzing portfolio figures under
different scenarios, constraints, events and more.

Transaction Management

Transaction management features for a multitude of transaction
types.

Performance Measurement

A vast array of methods for measuring portfolio returns.

Constraints

Setup of constraints and monitoring portfolios.

Standard reports

Approximately 30 standard reports covering the basic requirements for portfolio management reporting.

Administration

An administration tool for managing users, groups and other security features.

Executive

A batch tool for automated calculations.

Integration

A tool for the import / export of feed data.

Info

A communication tool enabling exchange of messages between
the users / groups of the same database.

11.2

Add-Ons

Module

Description

TOM

Trade Order Management.

FPV / TSS

Flexible Portfolio Valuation / Time Series Schema.

Value at Risk (VaR)

Value at Risk Analysis (historic, Monte Carlo, RiskMetrics).

Scenario/ Stress Testing

Scenario and Stress Testing Analysis.

RTV

Real Time Valuation (prices, FX).

FIA

Fixed Income Attribution.

MFC

Management and Performance Fee Calculation.

TCC

Transaction Cost Calculation (includes Actual/Target Cost Analysis).

GIPS

Composite Management.

BRM
Legal Constraints

Breach Management.
a)

Legal/Regulatory Constraints for funds.

Constraint Versioning and
4-Eyes-Principle

Managing constraint changes.

Corporate Actions

Automated processing of corporate actions.
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Module

Description

Allocare WEB

Web based solution for investors and asset owners to analyze
portfolios anytime and anywhere.

Tax Reportinga)

Tax Reporting for several countries.

Customized a)
Reporting

Customized reporting in your look & feel based on individual requirements.

MiFID Transaction
Reporting

MiFID II / MiFIR data setup and transaction reporting.

Reporting 2.0

Report customization, composition and design / development
modules

11.3

Standard Interfaces

Module

Description

Allocare GDF

Allocare General Data Feed (GDF) is a standard interface to import data and export data from an Allocare AMS Database.

Market Data a)

Interfaces to market data providers (e.g. SIX Financial Information, Bloomberg)

Custodiansa)

Interfaces to more than ten custodians (e.g. State Street, UBS,
Pictet, …) in multiple booking centers

Ordersa)

Interfaces to Brokers/Trading platforms (e.g. Bloomberg TSOX /
EMSX)

Settlement
Instructions

Instructions for custodians and brokers

Core Applications a)

Interfaces to Core Banking (e.g. Avaloq) or Investment and Fund
Accounting Systems (e.g. GP3, SAP)

a)

Please contact Allocare Support for latest information on coverage.
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